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1. INTRODUCTION
The definition of "superoompaetness" and the following conjecture are
due to DE GROOT [1].
Definition. A space is said to be supercompact if and only if it
possesses an open subbase @ such that each subcollection of @ covering
space contains a pair of sets which together cover space. (Such a subbase
will be called binary.)
Conjecture. Every compact metric space is supercompact.
This paper gives a proof of the above conjecture. The construction
given in that proof is then modified so as to obtain a subbase which is
not only binary but is simultaneously minimal (i.e., no proper subcollection
of it is a subbase for the same space).
An elegant and short proof of this conjecture in the case of a polyhedron
was given by DE Gnoor at the Berlin Topological Symposium in 1967
(cf. [1]).
VAN EMDE BOAS has shown that every metric space has a minimal
subbase [2].
2. THEOREM 1. Every compact metric space is supercompaci.
Proof. Suppose M' is a compact metric space.
If M' is countable, it is zero-dimensional and is therefore topologically
equivalent to a subset M of a closed interval [a, b]. The collection of all
intersections of M with all half-open subintervals of [a, b] which contain
eithcr a or b is easily seen to be a binary subbase for M.
Suppose .M' is uncountable.
I. The embedding
Let X = Y = ( -1/2, 1/2) x ( -1/4, 1/4) x ( -1/8, 1/8) x ... , and let distance
have the usual meaning. Let Yn(P) denote the nth y-coordinate of a point p.
By the Urysohn metrization theorem, M' is topologically equivalent
to a subset M of X x 0, where 0 is the origin of Y.
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Since by hypothesis M is uncountable, M has a subset K which is
dense-in-itself.
Let el, e2, e3, ... denote the pointsets ex Y, where e is a hyperplane
of X lying at a rational distance from a coordinate hyperplane of X.
For each positive integer n, let nn denote the set of all points of X x Y
having nth y-coordinate equal to zero. Let nn+(nn-) denote the set of all
points of X x Y having nth y-coordinate greater (less)than I/2n+1 (-I/2 n+l ).
Let On denote the collection of all 2n intersections nl ± ..... nn±. Let 00
denote the collection whose only member is X x Y. Let En denote Eucli-
dean space of n dimensions with axes denoted Yl, ... , Yn.
II. Lemma I.
If R is the interior of a box in En+l with faces parallel to the coordinate
planes and a and a' are points of R having the same YI- through u»:
coordinates, then there is a reversibly continuous transformation T~. a. a'
of R into itself which throws a into a', leaves the Yl-through Yn-coordinates
of each point of R unchanged, and is the identity on R - R.
Proof is omitted.
Lemma 2. If Q is a member of On and L is a nondegenerate subset
of Q, there is a reversibly continuous transformation T~.Q with domain
X x Y such that: (1) T~. Q throws pinto p if P does not belong to Q;
(2) TL Q throws each point p of Q into a point having the same coordinates
as p except for the n+ 1st y-coordinate; (3) T~.Q throws one point of L
into n;:n and another point of L into n;;'-+I; and, (4) if a and b are points
of L on opposite sides of nn+l, then T~.Q(a) and T~.Q(b) are also on opposite
sides of nn+l.
Proof. If L intersects both sides of nn+l, let a" and b" be points of
L on the positive and negative sides of nn+l, respectively. If not, let a"
and b" be points of L such that a" is not closer to nn+l than b" is; for
simplicity, suppose a" and b" are both on the non-negative side of nn+l.
Let a and b be the respective projections of a" and b" into En+l. Let
a' and b' be points of the projections into En+l of n,;t"+l and n;;'-+I' re-
spectively, having the same Yl-through Yn-coordinates as a and b, re-
spectively. Let Ra and Rb be interiors of boxes in En+l such that: (I) Ra
contains a and a', and R b contains band b'; (2) the faces of R a and R b
are parallel to the coordinate planes; (3) u; and Rb are mutually exclusive
and lie in the projection of Q into En+l; and, (4) if a and b lie on opposite
sides of nn+l, then neither Ra nor Rb intersects the projection of nn+l
into En+l.
For each point p in X x Y with En+l-projection p', define T~.Q(p) thus:
Its coordinates are the same as those of p except for the n+ 1st y-coordi-
nate, and Yn+l[T~.Q(p)] is Yn+l[T~a' a. a'(P')] if p' is in Ra, Yn+l[T~b' b. b'(P')]
if p' is in R b , and Yn+l(P) otherwise.
The conditions of the lemma can easily be shown to hold.
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III. The process
Let M o and K o denote M and K respectively.
Suppose n is a non-negative integer for which the subset M n of X x Y
and the subset K n of M n are defined and for which K n intersects each
member of On and is dense-in-itself.
Let Dn+l be the transformation which has domain M n and which
throws each point p of ffIn into the point which has the same coordinates
as p except for the n + 1st y-coordinate and whose n + 1st y-coordinate is
the signed distance of p from en+l.
Let Q be a member of :Om. Since Dn+l leaves the first ny-coordinates
of each point fixed and since the members of On are defined by a condition
on the first ny-coordinates of their points, therefore Dn+l(Q)=Q. Since
by induction Q intersects s ; therefore Dn+l(Kn) intersects Dn+l(Q),
which is Q. Since Dn+l(Kn) is dense-in-itself, Dn+l(Kn)· Q is a nondegenerate
subset L of Q. Let Tn+l,Q be T~.Q' Note that by condition (3) of the
lemma, Tn+l.Q[Dn+l(Kn)] intersects both of the members of O n+l con-
tained in Q.
Let T n+l denote the transformation which has domain X x Y and
which throws each point pinto: (1) p, if p belongs to no member of On,
and (2) Tn+l.Q(p), if p belongs to a member Q of Dm. It follows from
condition (1) of the lemma and the fact that the members of On are
mutually exclusive that Tn+l is the composition, in any order, of all the
transformations Tn+l,Q' Thus Tn+l is itself reversibly continuous. Let Mn+l
and Kn+l denote Tn+l[Dn+l(Mn)] and Tn+l[Dn+l(Kn)], respectively. Note
that Kn+l intersects each member of On+l.
IV. The homeomorphism
Since T n+l and Dn+l each move points through a distance of no more
than 1/2n (the "width" of X x Y in the direction ofthen + 1st y-coordinate),
the sequence TID!, T 2D2TIDI, . . . is uniformly Cauchy convergent and
therefore converges to a continuous transformation T.
Paragraph T. For each positive integer n, Tn+l and Dn+l leave
each of the first ny-coordinates of each point of M n fixed. Therefore,
for each point p of M and each positive integer i, T(p) and T iD i ... TIDI(p) .
have the same first i y-coordinates. A consequence is that, since K, inter-
sects each member of Oi, T(K) intersects each member of Oi, Since T(K)
is compact, a further consequence is that if, for each j, 7C/ is 7CJ+ or 7Cr.
then T(K)'7CI' ·7C2'· ... exists.
Suppose a and b are two points of M . a and b lie on opposite sides of
en for some n. By the definition of Dn, Dn ... TIDI(a) and Dn T1DI(b)
lie on opposite sides of 7Cn. By condition (4) of the lemma, TnDn T1D1(a)
and TnDn ... T1DI(b) also lie on opposite sides of 7Cn. It follows from
paragraph T that T(a) and T(b) lie on opposite sides of 7Cn. Thus, T
throws no two points of M into the same point. T is reversible.
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Since T is continuous and reversible and has a compact domain, T is
reversibly continuous.
V. The subbase
Let @n+ (@n-) be the collection of all s-neighborhoods of the positive
(negative) side of nn, where e is less than 1/2n+1 . Let @ be @l++@C+
+@2+ j-@2-+ .... Let @M be the collection of all intersections of members
of @ with 'Z'(M).
Remark C. It is clear that nn+ (nn-) and the closure of any member
of @1/ - (@n+) are mutually exclusive.
Suppose a and b are points of T(M). As shown in section IV, a and b
lie on opposite sides of some nn. Let a' be that one of the points a and b
which lies on the positive side of nn and let b' be the other. Any member
of @1/+ (@n-) for which e is less than the minimum distance from nn to
a' or b' contains a' (b') while its closure does not contain b' (a'). Since
furthermore T(M) is compact, @M is a subbase for T(M).
Suppose Bis a subcollection of @ covering T(M). Suppose that for no
n does B contain both a member of @n+ and a member of @1/-' For each n,
let nn' be nn+ (and let @n' be @n-) if B contains no member of @1/+, and
let nn' be nn- (and let @n' be @n+) if B contains no member of @1/- but
does contain a member of @n+. As shown in Paragraph T, T(K) ·nl' ·n2'· ...
contains a point p. But for each n, since p belongs to nn', therefore by
Remark 0, p belongs to no member of @n'. But by assumption Bcontains
no member of that one of the two colleetions@n+and@n- which is distinct
from @n'. Thus p belongs to no member of B. This is in contradiction
to the statement that B covers T(M).
Thus there is a positive integer n for which B contains a member S+
of@n+ and a member S- of@n-. But S+ (S-) contains nn plus the positive
(negative) side of nn. Thus Sf- and 8- together cover X x Y and, conse-
quently, T(M). That is to say, @M is binary. M is supercompact.
3. THEOREM 2. Every compact metric space has a subbase which is both
binary and minimal.
Proof. Minimality IS established by modifying the construction in
the proof of Theorem 1.
If M' is countable, then embed M' in [a, b] as before. Let C(? be the
collection of all intersections with M of all half-open intervals [a, c) and
(c, b] for all points c such that c lies between two points of M but does
not belong to M.
'(j is easily seen to be a binary subbase for M. Suppose M· [a, c)
(M· (c, b]) is a member of C(? Let a' and b' be the rightmost and leftmost
points of the sets of all points of M respectively to the left or to the right
of c. Clearly, every other member of'(j containing a' (b') contains b' (a').
3 Indagationes
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Thus q; minus any member of it is not a subbase for M. C(f is minimal.
Suppose M' is uncountable.
I. The proof proceeds as before through the definition of en. The
collection of all two-termed sequences with first term equal to en, for
some n, and second term equal to 11k, for some positive integer k> 2,
is countable. Denote its members by (e1', l/k1), (e2', l/k2), ....
II, III, and IV. Apply the transformations D n and Tn as before except
for this modification: replace en by en'.
V. For each n, let Cn+ (Cn-) be the set of all points having nth y-
coordinate greater (less) than -1/2n x l/kn (1/2n x l/kn). Let C(fM be the
collection of all intersections of members of C(f with T(M).
If a and b are points of M, then a and b lie on opposite sides of ei for
some i. There is a positive integer k » 2 such that 11k is less than the
minimum distance from a or b to ei. (ei, 11k) is (en', l/kn) for some n.
Both Cn+ and Cn- contain T(a) or T(b), while neither Cn+ nor Cn- contains
both T(a) and T(b). Thus C(fM is a subbase for T(M).
That C(fM is binary follows by the same argument as for ®M.
Suppose n is a positive integer. For each i, Ci + (Cc) clearly contains
~+ (nc). Hence
Cn+·(C1+· ... ,C;;-l ,C;;H' ... ) and Cn-· (C1+·... ,C;;_l ,C;;+l' ... )
contain
n1+· ... ·n;;_l'nn+·n;;H· .. · and n1+· ... ·n;;-l 'nn-'n;;H' ... ,
respectively, and therefore, by Paragraph T, contain points p+ and p-
of T(M), respectively. In particular, if k is a positive integer other than
n, p+ and p- both belong to nk+ and therefore to Ck. But by Remark C,
Ck- does not intersect nk+. Thus neither p+ nor p- belongs to Ck-. In
other words, if Cn+ (or Cn- ) is removed from <f?, the remaining collection
has no member containing p+ (p-) but not p- (p+). That is to say, no
proper subcollection of C(fM is a subbase for T(M). <f?M is minimal.
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